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Window Fundamentals
Marine windows provide a vessel with light and exterior vision, can allow ventilation
and ideally keep the boat interior dry. Well designed windows can also strongly
compliment the boat appearance for their lifetime.
This guide is designed to help you make the best choice in relation to your windows.
Seaglaze windows are constructed using aluminium frames and are glazed with either
glass or plastic—however, there are various options available that will be explained
under the Glazing section. Our aluminium is normally treated (by anodising) to
prevent corrosion and the glazing is then encased with the necessary seal to ensure
water tightness.
Our prime concern is that you choose windows that you are aware of all the details
necessary and can make a well informed decision of your choice.

Anatomy of a Marine Window

Overview

Weight of Frame

Ten things Seaglaze needs to know about your frames:











The weight (and therefore strength) of the frame to be used.
The method used to fix the frame to the boat.
If the superstructure is flat or curved.
The choice of glazing material.
The thickness of glazing material.
The choice of tint (if any)
The type and style of the window.
The choice of frame corner types.
The frame finish.
If an internal trim is required.

The weight and strength of the frame
depends on the type of boat, how and
where the boat is used and the location
of the windows on the boat.
Craft which only operate on inland
waterways will need a much lighter
section that full ocean faring craft.
Forward facing windows and those near
the waterline generally need to be more
robust.
Seaglaze has a wide selection of frames
and will help guide you to the best
choice.

Fixing Method
Four primary methods exist for fixing windows to a hull:
Through Fix Frames:
The window frame is bolted or screwed to the superstructure
requiring holes to be drilled for the fastenings. Whilst simple and
reliable, this will involve a degree of preparation and an increased
risk of leaks due to the numerous holes.
The fixings themselves can be concealed in a channel which is
then hidden with a screw cover, a small strip fitted after the windows have been fixed in place.
Clamp In Frames
A more recent innovation than Through Fix frames, the clamp in
section is made up of two parts; an outer frame and an inner trim.
The frames are bolted to each other without screw holes being
necessary and the parts “grip” the hull section, making them fast
and easy to fit.
Providing the correct bedding seal is used between the frame and
the hull, the windows can be subsequently removed if necessary.

Direct Bond
Direct bond windows are toughened glazed units that are bonded
directly to the vessels superstructure with no frames. The glass is
bonded to the vessel with an appropriate adhesive which is
covered by a digitally printed border. This method allows for a
flush glazed look although does not offer any options for trimming
on the inside.
Hidden Frame
Taking the advantages of the Clamp In frame and the aesthetic
benefits of direct bond, Hidden Frame has the flush glass exterior
look with the interior benefits of the internal frame and trim for
ease of fit and removal if necessary.

Glazing Choice
An ideal glazing material would be lightweight, strong, be resistant to abrasion, UV light and
be low cost. Unfortunately, neither of the alternatives (glass or plastic) have these
characteristics.
Glass:
Glass is UV stable and highly scratch resistant. It is strong and cheap but has drawbacks. It can
be relatively easy to shatter, is very difficult to bend and is heavy (glass weight is measured as
2.5kg per mm of thickness per m2 )
Acrylic:
Acrylics can withstand great pressures before breaking and are approximately half the weight
of glass. However, they do tend to degrade over time and are prone to surface abrasion.
Moreover, with temperature changes, plastics expand and contract more than glass, placing
great strain on the sealing material.

Glazing
Glass
All glass starts life as simple float glass and, at this stage it is known as
‘single ply annealed glass’ and is primarily used for domestic glazing.
Standard glass should never be used in marine applications because of
its brittle nature and tendency to form large, dangerous shards when
broken.
Fortunately it is possible to ‘treat’ glass after production to
alter its properties.

Glazing Thickness
ISO 12216 is the International Standard which
specifies technical requirements for windows on
small craft of up to 24m, taking account the type of
craft, its design category, and the location of the
window.
Seaglaze automatically calculates the glazing
thickness depending on the above, so you don’t have
to do the work—we do it for you. All you need to
answer are the questions that relate to the above and
we will choose the correct thickness of glass; a
certificate confirming that the ISO standard has been
adhered to can be provided.

Toughened Safety Glass
For marine use, the main method of modification is heat toughening to
produced Toughened Safety Glass. In this process glass is brought almost
to its melting point before being rapidly chilled by blowing cold air over
the surface.
The glass reacts, forming a ‘skin’ which wants to be smaller than the
glass it contains; the result being a glass that is capable of withstanding
considerable pressure and will flex and tolerate a degree of twist
(especially the thinner pieces).
If the glass surface is broken however, the glass disintegrates into tiny
pieces. Therefore, toughened glass requiring cutting or drill holes will
need to have this completed prior to the treatment process, therefore
accurate measurements are essential.
Fortunately, the result of breaking into tiny pieces makes toughened
glass more suited to marine applications. Additionally, the glass retains
nearly all its abrasion resistance and is normally the cheapest available.

Plain or Tinted
Although slightly more expensive, tinted glass can
not only improve the visual appeal of a boat, it can
add to the comfort of those inside by restricting the
amount of direct sunlight into the interior.
Choices vary, but tend to centre on light or dark
grey. Other tints such as bronze, blue or green are
available but costs can vary according to choice.
*Note* Given the above, tinted glass is not
recommended for the wheelhouses on craft which
operate in darkness.

Toughened Laminated glass
The main alternative to toughened is laminated glass, which consists of
two sheets of ordinary annealed glass bonded under pressure either side
of a particularly strong plastic film. Whilst either sheet may break as
easily as normal glass, the whole piece stays together, held in place by
the plastic interlayer. Due to the glass still being only annealed, it is very
prone to cracking and so it is only used by exception in the marine
industry .
Toughened glass can be incorporated into a laminated unit to create
Toughened Laminate which offers the best of both worlds – though at a
cost and weight penalty.
As part of the laminating process, ultra thin or fine wires can be embedded in the interlayer to provide a heating capability to de-mist or even
de-ice the glass. This however, is a much more expensive option.

Acrylics
Acrylic
Acrylic is used widely in the boating
industry because it is easy to work,
widely available, light in weight and
cheap. It can be drilled and even fixed
directly to the boat. It can be cold bent
to a greater degree than glass, or quite
dramatically with the application of heat.
Acrylic can withstand reasonable
pressure, though it will crack and
collapse, especially in cold weather if too
much force is encountered.
The downside is the tendency to scratch
and, not being UV stable means internal
stress cracks or crazing will appear over
time due to the effect of the suns rays.
Due to a variety of factors, acrylic,
especially rare tints and thicknesses can
cost more than regular toughened glass.

Polycarbonate
Polycarbonate has an excellent
resistance to breakage and is light
weight. Immensely strong, it is used for
riot shields, bullet proof glass and by the
RNLI. Whilst generally more stable than
acrylic, it can degrade over time and its
surface it relatively soft, making it prone
to abrasion unless treated.
It is possible to apply a hard
polymer finish to improve the scratch
resistance but it still falls short of glass,
meaning it is not recommended for use
with windscreen wipers.
Polycarbonate is available in fewer
thicknesses than either acrylic or glass
and is routinely the most expensive of
the 3 to use

Window Types
Type Explained

Corner Types

Fixed Windows

Sealants are twofold; one that is within
the window frame, the other being used
between the frame and the boat hull.

Fixed windows are, as a rule, the only
certain design for keeping water out and
have the advantage of being the
cheapest.
However, ventilation is important so
opening windows are often a
requirement and provide an alternative
means of escape.

Opening Windows
Opening windows that can be sealed shut
are the next best thing to a fixed window.
These windows employ some form of
system that ensures the window frame is
pulled tight against a seal to ensure its
integrity.

Sliding Windows
Standard sliding windows are the least
watertight given their nature – they are
required to slide along a brush seal which,
when faced with what the elements can
throw at it, are simply not able to cope.

For the hull sealant, we recommend using
a non-setting mastic so the window can
be removed at a later date. This is down
to customer and/or boat builder choice.

Mitre Corners
The metal is cut to form sharp corners
although the joins are a natural weak
area for water to ingress. Also, the extra
work required to build the window can
follow through to the costs.
If the window needs to be pulled to fit a
curved hull, this can stress and pull apart
the joints.
Some of the heavier frame sections can
be welded at the joints although this
adds to the cost because of the extra
manufacture time involved.

However, they are fitted with drain slots
so that most water that gets past the
glass and seals is ducted straight back out
again.

The glass to frame seal is our
responsibility and there are two main
alternatives; gaskets or hand applied
mastic or silicone.

Gasket
The gasket method uses a U-shaped
rubber gasket that is custom made for the
glass and the frame. Although they make
frames very quick to glaze, gaskets lack
long-term resilience in marine application
and we use them with caution.
Quite apart from the reliability of the
gasket itself there is also the problem
that tracing any leak can be very difficult
as the exit point of the water may not be
anywhere near the source of the leak.

Mastic/Silicone

Double Glazed Windows
Double glazed windows are a common
requirement because of their ability to
retain warmth, but are considerably more
expensive and there are limitations on
their use and capability.

Sealant

Radius Corners
Radius corners tend to be more widely
used because of the reduced frame
breaks (usually being constructed in two
halves).
The limitation is the degree to which the
frame can be bent and the heavier the
frame section, the less
degree of bend it will tolerate.

The alternative, which works well when
applied by a skilled operator in a factory,
is to bond the glass to the frame with a
silicon compound. The silicone is injected
into the frame with a compressed air gun.
The glass is then bedded to the sealant
and, for added durability, a silicone
‘overbead’ is applied to the outside face
for extra protection.

Window Styles
Frame Finish
Although Seaglaze uses marine grade aluminium, the metal is reasonably re-active in its raw, or mill, state and
generally not suitable for marine use as the surface will tend to oxidise. However, with suitable treatment an
extremely stable state can be achieved.

Anodising

Anodising is an electrolyte process that seals the
surface of the aluminium. The depth of finish is measured in
microns and 10 to 15 is the minimum which should be
considered for a marine environment; we specify an average of
20 microns. Satin silver is the most common finish although
there are other, less commonly used colour available (black in
particular will discolour over time).
Moreover, the anodising process can produce a ‘graining’
which means it is not always possible to get an exact match
between two parts of a window frame which have to be bent
and cut prior to the
anodising process.

Fastenings / Trims
The final area to consider is how the frame is be attached to
the boat and how the inside edge of the aperture is to be
finished. The options on the fastenings fall into four group:
screws, rivets, bolts and nuts.
To neatly finish off the interior it is common to fit an internal
trim ring (a metal ring that goes around the inside of the window and will hide any raw edges where the aperture has been
cut into the hull). They also help by trapping and trimming off
any interior fabric linings. Finally, they assist in spreading the
load of the fastenings on the boat.
By their nature, clamp in windows have an inner trim ring as
standard but with visible or through fix frames there is a
choice.

Powder Coat

The frames are first sprayed with an electrostatically charged
paint powder which finds its ways into all the nooks and
crannies. The frames are then baked in a high temperature
oven where the paint powder melts and provides a thick lustrous surface, free from runs.
The resulting finish is very durable and, whereas anodising
tends to highlight welded joints, powder coating will flow over
and reduce their appearance.
Although the standard colours are black or white, there is an
enormous range of RAL colours including some very stylish
muted shades – powder coat has a shelf life, so paint being
brought in specially may
carry a higher price than standard colours.

Conclusion
Whilst what you have read is a guide; Seaglaze is here to help.
To find the answers you need, just call and our expert staff will
simply take you through the process to find the windows you
need.
We are proud of our ability to provide top quality products to
all our customers.

Seaglaze’ vision is to produce high
quality windows, doors and
hatches for the marine industry providing customers with a range
of market leading products.
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